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Documentary

African Queens Nutopia Netflix
60 min Documentary
Executive Produced by Jada Pinkett Smith, this series combines expert interviews with scripted dramatisations and
feature a different queen each season, starting with the captivatingly beautiful and racially ambiguous Cleopatra of
Egypt, who was the last active ruler of the Ptolemaic Kingdom of Egypt. The series features both expert input about
the historical rulers with scripted re-enactments.

The History of Chernobyl Remarkable Television Channel 5
60 min Documentary
The story of Chernobyl has been told before but the sensational release of declassified Soviet documents has
changed the narrative. This archive heavy series will look at the events leading up to that fateful night with a new lens.
A story of cover ups, corruption and a countdown to disaster has emerged, and needs to be told.

Ghislaine Maxwell Fremantle LTD ITV
60 min Documentary
The documentary covers the trial by jury and will examine how a woman who mixed in elite circles in Britain and the
US ended up accused of being embroiled in a world of sex trafficking and grooming. It also features new interviews
with key figures at the centre of the serious allegations of abuse surrounding her and her relationship with Jeffrey
Epstein, including alleged victims and Ghislaine’s siblings, some speaking publicly for the first time on this matter.

Unearthed, Series 5 Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
This series decodes history’s greatest mysteries in a new and unique way, revealing ancient wonders in a way you’ve
never seen before.

Yorkshire Ripper: The Secret Murders Impossible Factual ITV
2 x 60 min Documentary
2 part series that, for the first time on television, links 22 unsolved murders and 5 attempted murders to Peter
Sutcliffe. Through a thorough reinvestigation and presentation of the case evidence, these events will be placed within
the timeline of Sutcliffe’s confirmed crimes and MO, and ask why he has never been considered a suspect.
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Web of Lies Blast! Films Investigation
60 min Drama Documentary Discovery
This series dramatises the thrilling and terrifying true stories of people who went online searching for love, friendship,
or just a new connection, and were pulled into a web of deception and terror instead. Once they are trapped in the
web, it is up to loved ones and law enforcement to piece together what happened, and rescue the victims.

American Monster Arrow Media Investigation
2 x 60 min Documentary Discovery
Series featuring never before seen video footage looking straight into the eyes of a killer hidden in plain sight.

Britain Behind Bars Chalkboard TV ITV
60 min Documentary
This series offers an unflinching look at life behind bars – seen through the eyes of the men and women on the
frontline of British jails.

See No Evil Arrow Media Investigation
60 min Documentary Discovery
See No evil reveals how the deadliest crimes are solved using surveillance cameras.

Operation Miracle Barcroft Productions A&E
60 min Documentary
6 part documentary series following 6 patients and their families as they go through pioneering and life changing
surgery.

Unearthed Windfall Films Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
This series decodes history’s greatest mysteries in a new and unique way, revealing ancient wonders in a way you’ve
never seen before.

How the Universe Works Pioneer Productions Science Channel
60 min Documentary
Popular long running science series which will answer questions about how the universe started and how it will end
- and everything in between.

Solved Wall to Wall Animal Planet
30 min Factual Documentary
New series looking at the mysteries behind animal behaviour.
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Mythical Beasts Windfall Films Discovery Science
3 x 60 min Documentary
New series that explores the world of mythical creatures and the societies that saw their legends develop. Using
Archaeology, Anthropology, History and Biology we will delve in to their origins and look at how their legends
spread, and bring the beasts to life with graphics

Planes Gone Viral Pioneer Productions Discovery
47 min Documentary
New UGC based science documentary series looking at the science behind planes and flying mishaps using
explanatory GFX and expert interviews.

Nazi Megastructures: Himmer’s SS Darlow Smithson Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Using dramatic reconstruction this series tells the stories of the Nazi engineers who designed and built the Nazi war
machine, exploring how these megastructures sparked a technological revolution that changed the face of warfare
forever.

Killer Cops Sky Vision Discovery ID
2 x 60 min Drama Documentary
Drama documentary exploring the effect on the community when a ‘man of the cloth’ commits the ultimate sin.

Raised Human 2 Blink Films Animal Planet
60 min Documentary
This series tells the extraordinary stories of three animals that formed a surprising attachment with humans. These
astonishing relationships that cross the species divide allow privileged insight into the life of creatures that share
our world.

Supertruckers Lion TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
A team of elite truckers tackles large, challenging or otherwise unusual jobs.

Paranormal Witness: The Hotel Raw TV Syfy
60 min Drama Documentary
People relate true tales of supernatural hauntings and explanation-defying paranormal experiences, which are
brought to life through recreations. Set in an old, Victorian Hotel, guests check in but don’t check out.

World’s Biggest Beasts Blink Films Channel 5
60 min Factual Documentary
Factual doc uncovering the secret lives of super-sized species, counting down from 10 to 1.
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Richard III: The New Evidence Darlow Smithson Channel 4
60 min Documentary
This film unearths new evidence of the life of Richard III, the king discovered, against all the odds, under a car-park
in Leicester.  For the first time, scientists have been able to subject the skeleton of the English king to intense
scrutiny and analysis, allowing them to reassemble his life in fascinating detail.

Weather Terror Darlow Smithson Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Documentary series following the hapless Brits who find themselves caught up in extreme and life-threatening
weather events.

My Million Dollar Invention Nutopia Smithsonian
60 min Documentary
This series meets the men and women who dedicated, and often risked their lives to follow their vision and
ultimately change the world.

Death Row Doctors Sky Vision CBS
60 min Documentary
Drama documentary  series exploring the dark and sinister motives behind the medical professionals who abuse
the trust put in them.

Operation Wild BBC 2 BBC
60 min Documentary
Clare Balding and vet Steve Leonard find out how developments in human medicine are transforming the way sick
animals are treated around the world. Clare discovers how vets in China keep baby pandas alive.

Pompeii: The Mystery of the People Frozen in Time BBC 1 BBC
Documentary
Documentary exploring the legendary volcanic disaster that left its citizens preserved in ashes to this very day. For
the first time access was granted to these strange, ghost-like body casts that populate the ruins and, using the latest
forensic technology we get the chance to peer beneath the surface.

Our World: Peru’s Cocaine Trail BBC BBC World
60 min Documentary
An investigation into the drug's trail from the Amazon jungle to Europe asking how the war on drugs affects the
Peruvian coca planters and exploring its further implications on the wider world.

CIA Declassified: The Real Zero Dark Thirty World Media Rights Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
Series that uses newly declassified CIA documents as a basis to recount the stories behind covert operations and
features a mix of dramatic reenactments and interviews with experts such as journalist Bob Woodward.
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Solar Storms Big Wave TV Discovery
2 x 60 min Science Documentary
Solar storms explode with immense power in the solar atmosphere and are hurled out from the Sun at millions of
kilometres per hour. This documentary shows what might happen to our civilization and technology if we are hit by
a massive solar storm.
WINNER of a CINE Golden Eagle Award

How We Invented the World Nutopia Discovery
60 min Documentary
The ultimate action-packed, hi-energy, landmark series that examines the four inventions that define the modern
world.

Finding Life Beyond Earth PBS Nova
2 x 60 min Documentary
Groundbreaking two-hour documentary taking viewers on a journey to the farthest reaches of the solar system and
beyond seeking to answer some of the biggest questions about life on other planets. Cutting edge CGI immerses the
audience in the sights and sounds of alienated environments.

Extreme Infestations Darlow Smithson Animal Planet
2 x 60 min Documentary
Series using drama recon unearthing the real-life horror stories of ordinary people plagued by frighteningly
extraordinary infestations. Dangerous, deadly, weird and bizarre.

Space Tourism Darlow Smithson National Geographic
60 min Documentary
Exclusive documentary following maverick entrepreneur Sir Richard Branson and legendary aeronautical engineer
Burt Rutan as they strive to be the first to make space tourism an everyday reality.

Hunting the Edge of Space Nova Nova
2 x 60 min Documentary
On the anniversary of the birth of the telescope this documentary series takes in the marvels of the cosmos through
the history of space exploration from Galileo to the latest deep space images from Hubble. Combining high-octane
demos, drama recon and stunning CGI footage of the universe.

Stephen Hawking’s Universe Darlow Smithson Discovery, Channel 4
2 x 60 min Documentary
Emmy nominated breathtaking series exploring Steven Hawking’s personal vision of the Universe. Incorporating
stunning CGI and creating a soundscape to lead the viewer through the cosmos.
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Richard Hammond’s Engineering Connections BBC BBC2
4 x 60 min Factual Documentary
Richard Hammond sets out to unlock the engineering connections behind some of the most instantly recognisable
buildings in the world.

Fearless Planet Picture Shack Entertainment Discovery
60 min Documentary
Thrill ride through the earth’s most awesome natural wonders. Blending fast paced action scenes with CGI for this
adrenaline-filled six-part series.

Nuts Versus Zoo DMP Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Documentary exposing the circulation war between the country’s two leading lad mag. Weeklies.

Panorama: What Future for Kurt BBC BBC1
60 min Factual Documentary
A look at the government’s aims to end ‘postcode poverty’ within two decades. In depth and candid footage along
with interviews with families shot over several months on the estate.

Ashes Fever Mentorn Media Channel 4
60 min Feature Documentary
Feature length documentary of England’s spectacular triumph in the ashes series against Australia that summer.
Editing celebrity interviews with archive and action footage which included Foresight extreme slow motion film
footage.

Lap Dance Wars DMP Productions Channel 4
60 min Factual Documentary
Behind-the-scenes story of how lap dancing conquered Britain for the first time. Revealing the men behind the
industry and their power struggles to dominate the scene.

Badly Drawn Roy JAM Media CBBC
4 x 30 min Animation
Drama series telling the story of an extraordinary cartoon boy marooned in the real world. Set in a working class
suburb of Dublin.

Street Genius Renegade Pictures NCGI
2 x 60 min Science Entertainment
Tim Shaw challenges members of the public and audiences watching to predict the outcome of a number of
spectacular experiments before revealing the science behind them.
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